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Introduction:  With an expected rise in lunar and 

planetary surface missions using rovers, there is a 

growing need to deploy analogue missions cheaply and 

efficiently for rapid testing of payloads, operations 

strategies, and data collection. Often these systems 

must be deployed in a range of remote and harsh 

environments or in more structured laboratory settings. 

Remote accessibility is becoming increasingly more 

important and valuable as teams are geographically 

distributed. Ultimately, mission operators benefit most 

from focusing on planning and executing the mission, 

leveraging existing tools to streamline their operations. 

To address challenges in deploying planetary 

science and robotics missions in analogue and space 

environments alike for distributed teams, Mission 

Control Space Services (Mission Control) has 

developed a cloud-based mission operations platform, 

dubbed Mission Control Software (MCS) [1]. MCS is 

built on 5+ years of rover-based analogue deployments 

around the world and is currently being matured for 

use in spaceflight ahead of near-term demonstrations. 

Design & Approach: Whether in space or on 

Earth, spacecraft, payloads, and operators are always 

connected in a network. To make mission operations 

scalable and easily deployable for distributed teams, 

Mission Control has adopted a web-based approach to 

leverage the power of modern web and cloud 

technologies. This allows operators to simply log on to 

an interface using a web browser, send commands to 

rovers, payloads, or other assets, and download data 

such as images and scientific measurements. The web 

applications we design for planetary science missions 

also allow integration of interactive tools and 

visualization of key data products to support operators 

in their tactical analysis and decision-making process. 

Use Cases: 

Moon & Mars Analogue Missions. MCS has been 

deployed for thousands of hours of use in several 

rover-based Mars and Moon analogue missions at test 

sites around the world. To highlight one use case, MCS 

was used to support a 4-week deployment in Iceland in 

2019, as part of a Mars2020 operations research study 

called SAND-E (Semi-Autonomous Navigation for 

Detrital Environments) [2]. Funded by NASA PSTAR 

and led by Dr. Ryan Ewing at Texas A&M University, 

the study will help NASA prepare for scientific studies 

of areas on Mars that are geologically similar to the 

field sites in Iceland, and determine if new exploration 

strategies, including increased rover autonomy and 

drone mapping, would benefit future missions. A 

second field season for SAND-E is planned in the 

summer of 2021, where additional experiments will be 

done to synthesize statistical summaries of the 

geological features classified over the duration of a 

rover traverse, in support of science team operations. 

For these tests, MCS was used to enable real-time 

transmission of data from the rover in the field to the 

operations centers on-site. This allowed the rover 

navigation team to seamlessly package the data from 

the rover and provide it to the science team in our 

simulated Mars operations cycles. Lessons from past 

field deployments and next steps to advance mission 

operations strategies for distributed teams will be 

presented at the Terrestrial Analogs Workshop. 

To help lunar payload and rover teams prepare for 

upcoming missions, Mission Control has also 

developed an indoor lunar analogue testbed. This 

facility is available for testing and validating lunar 

mission operations. Using MCS, anyone with an 

internet connection can conduct missions using our 

rover (or their own), integrated with science payloads 

as required, in a high-fidelity lunar visual environment 

and lunar communications setup.  

Educational Missions. Leveraging MCS, we offer a 

unique immersive program for HQP training or 

outreach called Mission Control Academy (MCA). 

Through MCA, hundreds of students across four 

continents, in classroom-based teams, have remotely 

teleoperated our rover at a high-fidelity analogue site 

to execute a science-driven mock mission. 

 
Fig. 1. Top: SAND-E 2019 rover nav and science 

teams. Bottom: MCS interface used at the Mission 

Control lunar testbed (left), and for MCA (right). 
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